Having It All [Climax, Montana 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
Synopsis

[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, spanking, HEA] As the doctor for Climax, Montana, Nikki Meshevski counsels poly families. Rejected for her height, brains, and take-charge attitude, she’s still a virgin, but is eager to change her status to better serve her patients. When she sees engineer Eric Frost, home for a quick visit, she realizes her fantasies of domination and control could become reality. An affair with the Frost brothers seems the perfect solution, especially as she’s already fallen in lust with his fun-loving younger brother, Matt. Nikki wants a short-term solution, but Matt wants a wife for the Circle C Ranch, and children to love. Sister Marci is a happy ranch wife, but Nikki’s never been domestic. While she loves both Eric’s commands and Matt’s gentle touch, and wants them in her life, she will not give up her career to become a wife. Must she choose between their love or her profession? Or can she have it all? Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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Customer Reviews

This was an intriguing story, with a strong, yet vulnerable heroine, two really yummy cowboy Doms
Nikki Meshevski has finally achieved her dream: she is a doctor, earning her own living, and she has been accepted by the town of Climax, Montana. The only problem is, because she is six feet tall, highly intelligent, and an assertive woman, she has either annoyed or terrified any man interested in her, and is still a virgin. She wants to change her status, but she only wants a fling, never marriage. Her mother was tossed aside by two men after becoming pregnant, and Nikki wants no part of a situation that would deprive her of her hard won career or her ability to stand on her own. While the townspeople push her at Matt Frost, she can’t believe he’s interested, since he has been known to duck into the town beauty shop to avoid her. Besides, everyone knows Matt wants a wife to settle down on his ranch. But his brother, Eric, is known as a rolling stone and as a huge man, might be able to fulfill her fantasies of someone who can subdue her and take charge of her sexual being. Eric is happy to fulfill her fantasies, but makes it known Matt will also be participating in their activities. The three of them come to realize that there is more to their relationship than just incredible sex, but can the brothers convince Nikki to become a permanent part of their lives?

I could sympathize with Nikki, (in spite of the fact that I’m short and she’s tall), and I fell in love with Eric and Matt. Who wouldn’t fall for two caring Doms whose goal is to satisfy their woman and keep her safe and happy. The book includes bondage and spanking, but don’t look for real hardcore BDSM.
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